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 a little bit about | HOLST + LEE |

| HOLST + LEE | was founded by Creative Director, Natalie Holst, in New York City in 
2012. Before launching | Holst + Lee |, Natalie trained with Proenza Schouler and Marc 
Jacobs by day, and by night she worked in the hub of New York’s nightlife scene. It was 
there that she witnessed the best in outrageous cutting-edge fashion. Craving a fusion 
of art, texture and fresh design in accessories that she couldn’t find anywhere else, 
Natalie started making her own jewelry. Her jewelry captured the attention of everyone 
she came in contact with. It comes as no surprise that she quickly made the leap to 
introduce | Holst + Lee |, which has grown exponentially since. 

Each season the collections evolve and draw inspiration from a wide range of 
unexpected characters and cultures. Natalie continuously innovates using unique 
materials such as colorful climbing rope, metallic thread, brass findings, raffia and 
leather tassels plus her now signature magnetic clasp. 

Quickly garnering a cult following of tastemakers and celebrities alike, | Holst + Lee | 
has collaborated with top design houses Mara Hoffman, Suno, Yigal Azrouel for Cut 25, 
Rochambeau and Whit_NY and has been worn by style setters including Bella Thorne, 
Solange Knowles, Vanessa Hudgens and many others. 





Tie Scarf Necklace

ws 64 msrp138

spring&summer

ocean&sky

black&white

bright&sunny

sun&fire





Classic Scarf Necklace

ws 68

orange&lime

pink&blueblack&white

blue&green
pink&yellow

msrp 155

red&navy





Colorblock Bracelets
ws49 msrp105

neutral

metallic

neon summer

seaside secret garden surf’s up

summer vacation
baby bluesnautica

caicos
day at the beach

tequila sunrise



CLassic II Bracelets
ws49 msrp105

red

orange

hot pink

yellow

pink dark turquoise

sky ocean

bluelilac black



taupeblack

ws 60 msrp125

Mesh Classic Bracelets

lime

red

royal blue

tan

gold silver

rust

turquoise

lemon hot pink





Classic Necklace

emerald
white

gold blackyellow
ws 68 msrp155





Wrap Bracelets

ws14 msrp28

peach&cream

sky&turquoise

hot pink&turquoise

yellow&turquoise

neon orange&pink



evil eye wrap bracelets

ws29 msrp58

lemon&clear

pink&turquoise

yellow&blueroyal blue

pink&clear

peach



Evil Eye Mala Bracelets

cream&clear

coral&clear

lime&clear

sky&clear

smoke&clear

turquoise&blue

ws29 msrp58





Mala Hoop Earrings

ws 22 msrp 45

magenta

maroon

peach

sunrise
seaside

lime

royal blue

mint

sky

cream

rose

as seen in VOGUE Magazine





Colorblock 
Necklace

ws 68 msrp155

silverlake
neon 
vibes

teal 
sea

neutral 
vibes

eggplant
neon 
pink

yellow 
sun

gold 
rainbow

black& 
white





Heart Earrings
ws 29 msrp 58

hot pink

white

lemon

carolina blue
turquoisepeach



Paper Clip Heart Necklace

ws 34 msrp 68

ws 36 msrp 7221.5 inches

17 inches

peach yellowturquoisewhitehot pink



Drop Earrings

ws 29 msrp 58

white cowrie

turquoise cowrie

golden conch

sunflower

ombre cowrie
eye cowrie

black cowrie

evil eye



gold

rose gold

silver

silver

rose gold

gold

thin ws24 msrp48

thick ws39 msrp78

Metal Bracelets



Silver and Gold  
Necklace 
$66/$155

Silver and Gold  
Bracelet 

$55/$125

Gold Everything  
Bracelet 

$55/$125

Black Lizard  
Bracelet 

$60/$145

Deep Brown Lizard  
Bracelet 

$60/$145
Tan Lizard  
Bracelet 

$60/$145
Metal & Leather


